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NEWLY UPDATED

Interactive Data Analyzer

You've got questions, IDA has updated data!
The U.S. Sentencing Commission's Interactive Data Analyzer (IDA) is used to explore, customize,
and visualize annual federal sentencing data. IDA now provides data spanning seven years—
from fiscal years 2015 through 2021.
Features include:
•

Simple visualization and navigation of complex datasets (tutorial video);

•

Combined annual data and trend analyses spanning seven years;

•

Readymade dashboards for the most common federal crime types;

•

Data filters by geography, demographics, criminal history, crime and drug types;

•

Cross-sectional variable analysis; and

•

Export options that include formatted tables and raw data (tutorial video).

EXPLORE IDA

Other Interactive Resources

Judiciary Sentencing INformation
(JSIN)
JSIN now offers additional sentence length
measurements and filtering options for
common mandatory minimum penalties.
Developed specifically with the needs of judges
in mind, JSIN provides quick, easy access to
sentencing data for similarly situated defendants.

eLearning Resources
Brush up remotely on guideline application
basics by completing these eLearning modules:
•
•
•
•

Basics of Federal Sentencing
Basics of Relevant Conduct
Basics of Criminal History
Basics of the Organizational
Guidelines

EXPLORE JSIN

Drug Calculators

Searching for Sentencing Guideline
by Statute
Search easily for the guideline applicable to a
specific crime type. Just type in or select the
statute of conviction in the Guidelines App.
•

Appendix A Search

Use the Drug Quantity Calculator in the
Guidelines App to find the offense level
applicable in a drug case.
•

Drug Quantity Calculator

...or in cases with multiple drug types and
weights, let the Drug Conversion Calculator do
the heavy lifting for you.
•

Drug Conversion Calculator

COMING SOON
The Commission will soon release new findings from its multiyear recidivism study.

Upcoming reports include an examination of the impact of sentence length on recidivism
and recidivism among participants in Federal Bureau of Prisons programs.
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